Your Membership Benefits (Membership Benefits Scavenger Hunt)

1.

One way to get involved at GAAR is Political Advocacy. What is the name of the federal political
advocacy group that is funded by REALTOR® investments?

2.

One-member benefit is consumer outreach. In addition to the surveys and that NAR conducts that
study the real estate industry. They also communicate the value of REALTORS® through consumer
advertising campaigns. What is the name of NAR’s current consumer advertising campaign?

3.

GAAR communicates with members via email. What is the name of the weekly newsletter that you will
receive on Wednesday that communicates association news and updates?

4.

A GAAR member benefit is access to local vendors and companies that can help complement your
business efforts. Locate the website affiliate directory and name one affiliate member.

SWMLS RULES JEOPARDY!
Cheat Sheet!
Property Types &
Status

Listing Status &
Selling Procedures

Do’s and Don’ts

Marketing & Photos

Showing Instructions &
Procedures

Property types
include:

At least one photo of
the front exterior of
the home should be
uploaded within 7
days of activation of
residential listings.

Listing a parcel ID of
“0000000000”
because you cannot
find the UPC code is
NOT acceptable.

Call Kellie at
555-1212 for details
in the property
remarks is an MLS
violation

You must place your
lockbox serial number in
the appropriate listing
input field.

Attached properties
can include a condo or
townhome.

Listings shall not be
advertised by anyone
other than the Listing
Broker without
consent of Listing
Broker.

If a variable rate
arrangement exists,
and a listing broker
will reduce their
commission, it must
be noted as yes on the
variable rate
commission field.

Brokers should not
place advertising
comments in public
remark fields.

You may not give your
SUPRA key (property
access) to anyone.

Statuses can vary
from: coming soon,
active, withdrawn,
active-under contract,
pending, closed,
expired or cancelled.

The listing broker
must present offers
ASAP; or give co-op
broker reason for not
doing so.

Participants shall not
solicit another
property actively
listed in the MLS.

Clear Cooperation
means that properties
being marketed to the
public must be in the
MLS in 1 business day.

Brokers should follow the
showing instructions in
the MLS and leave a
business card at the
property. Showings are
arranged per listing
broker instructions.

Only the MLS office
can change status on
listings that are
closed, cancelled or
expired.

If seller is not paying
NMGRT, information
must be disclosed in
the LO/SO remarks.

You may not give your
MLS login and
password to anyone
including MLS staff.

Marketing photos
should include at least
one exterior photo of
the dwelling.

While not an MLS
violation, lockboxes
should be placed in a
discrete, yet accessible
place.

Manufactured homes
on a permanent
foundation must use
the manufactured
home status.

You will be required to
list a property for sale
in the MLS within 48
hours of document
being executed.

Compensation to
co-op broker can be
indicated either by a
percentage of gross
selling price or
definite dollar
amount.

Although not a
violation, photos
should be clear and
make an accurate
representation of the
property. You may get
a call from MLS.

Showing instructions that
pertain to the vacancy of
a property should not be
placed in any public
comment fields.

residential, residential
income, land,
commercial,
residential rental,
commercial lease and
farm & ranch.

What’s Wrong with This Listing Entry

